ID card accessories
ID card dispensers - rigid version
zu-d-2301-0
ID card dispenser CC
Hard plastic, transparent
Thumb slot bottom
Card thickness:
0,76 to 1,10 mm

zu-d-2312-0
ID card dispenser CC
hard plastic, transparent
for Legic- and
Transponder cards
2-components (pouch and
lock)
no re-lock possibility
card thickness:
to 3,00 mm

zu-d-2303-0
ID card dispenser CC
hard plastic, transparent
cut-out for removing id card
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,10 mm

zu-d-1211-0
ID card dispenser CC
hard plastic, transparent
with slide shifter
special magnetic strip
protection
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,10 mm

zu-d-2305-0
ID card dispenser CC
hard plastic, transparent
for two id cards
thumb slot
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,10 mm

zu-d-2311-2
ID card dispenser CC
hard plastic,
thumb slot
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,10 mm
further colours:
zu-d-2311-1
zu-d-2311-3
zu-d-2311-4

Technical alterations subject to change.

white

black
blue
red

ID card accessories
ID card dispensers - soft version
zu- d-2307-0
ID card dispenser CC
soft plastic, transparent
cut-out for removing card
Card thickness: 0,76 mm

zu- d-2308-0
ID card dispenser CC
soft plastic, transparent
for two cards,
thumb slots
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,00 mm

zu- d-2307-2
ID card dispenser CC
soft plastic, white
cut-out for removing card
thumb slot
card thickness: 0,76 mm

zu- d-2308-3
ID card dispenser CC
soft plastic, blue
for two cards,
thumb slots
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,00 mm

zu- d-2307-3
ID card dispenser CC
soft plastic, blue
cut-out for removing card
thumb slot
card thickness: 0,76 mm

zu- d-2308-4
ID card dispenser CC
soft plastic, red
for two cards,
thumb slots
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,00 mm

for- d-2307-4
id card protection pouch CC
soft plastic, red
cut-out for removing card
thumb slot
card thickness: 0,76 mm

Technical alterations subject to change.

ID card accessories
ID card holders - rigid version
zu- d-1120-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastik, transparent
With latch for clip or chain
Vertical format, top open,
Thumb slot, Card thickness:
0,76 to 1,10 mm
zu- d-1125-0
ID card holdersh CC
as zu- d-1120-0
however for two ID cards

zu- d-1215-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
with slot for clip or chain,
horizontal format,
with slide shifter special
magnetic strip protection
card thickness:
0,76 mm to 1,10 mm

zu- d-3309-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, crystal-clear
with slot for clip or chain,
vertical format,
thumb slot,
very rigid version
card thickness:
0,76 to 1,20 mm

zu- d-3307-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, crystal-clear
with slot for clip or chain,
horizontal format,
thumb slot
very rigid version
card thickness:
0,76 mm to 1,20 mm

zu- d-1210-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
with slot for clip or chain,
horizontal format
with thumb slot and cut-out
for removing card,
special magnetic strip
protection
card thickness: 0,76 mm

zu- d-1303-0
ID card holders CC
herd plastic, transparent
with special buttons for
attaching clip,
vertical or horizontal format
card thickness:
0,76 mm to 1,10 mm

zu- d-1212-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
with slot for clip or chain,
horizontal format
with thumb slot
card thickness:
0,76 mm to 1,10 mm

zu- d-1305-0
ID card holders CC
incl. Clip
zu-d-1303-0+zu-c-1304-0

hard plastic, transparent with
special buttons for pushbutton/
clip for vertical and horizontal
format, card thickness:
0,76 to 1,10 mm
zu-d-1308-0
ID card holders CC
incl. Clip
zu-d-1303-0+zu-c-1306-0

Technical alterations subject to change.

ID card accessories
ID card holders - rigid version
zu- d-1520-0
ID card holders CC
supplementary part zu-d-1210-0

hard plastic, transparent,
horizontal format,
supplementary part
zu-d-1210-0 for use as double
pouch, thumb slot and cut-out
for removing card
card thickness:
0,76 mm to 1,10 mm

zu- d-1530-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
for Legic- und transponder
cards, two-components
(pouch and lock) with slot for
clip or chain,
horizontal format,
non-relockable
card thickness: up to 3,00 mm

zu- d-1533-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
for Legic- and transponder
cards, two-components
(pouch and lock) with slot for
clip or chain,re-lockable,
horizontal format
card thickness: up to 3,00 mm

zu- d-1531-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
for Legic- and Transponder
cards, two-components
(pouch and lock) with slot for
clip or chain
vertical format,
no re-lock possibility
card thickness: up to 3,00 mm

zu- d-1534-0
plastic key
for unlocking ID card holders
zu-d-1532-0 and
zu-d-1533-0

zu- d-1540-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
with latch for clip or chain,
vertical format, top open
with slide shifter
card thickness:
0,76 mm to 1,10 mm

Technical alterations subject to change.

zu- d-1532-0
ID card holders CC
hard plastic, transparent
for Legic- and transponder
cards, two-components
(pouch and lock) with slot for
clip or chain,re-lockable,
vertical format
card thickness: up to 3,00 mm

ID card accessories 4.1
ID card holders - rigid version
zu- d-3305-0
ID card holders CC
with riveted clamp holder

Hard plastic, black
Open front, with exchangeable
clamp holders for vertical and
horizontal format,
With cut-out for removing card
slide-in unit at small card side
Card thickness
0,76 mm to 1,10 mm

zu- d-3306-0
id card carrying pouch CC
hard plastic, transparent
open front, with slot for clip or
chain vertical and horizontal
format,with cut-out for
removing card slide-in unit at
small card side
card thickness:
0,76 mm to 1,10 mm
Other colours and various
carrying versions on request.

zu- d-1840-0
ID card holders
Format CC / IBM
soft plastic, transparent
with slot for clip
horizontal format, top open
card thickness:
up to 1,10 mm

zu- d-1880-0
ID card holders CC
for parking
soft PVC, extra strong,
sticking holder for car
windscreen inclusive
format: 90 x 60 mm

ID card holders - soft version
zu- d-1735-0
ID card holders
Format CC / IBM
soft plastic, transparent
with slot for clip
vertical format, top open
card thickness:
up to 1,10 mm

zu- d-1860-0
ID card holders
with magnetic lock
Format CC / IBM
soft plastic, black
vertical format, top open
card thickness:
up to 1,10 mm
not suitable for
magnetic cards!

zu- d-1825-0
ID card holders
with riveted clip
Format CC / IBM
soft plastic, transparent
with slot for clip
horizontal format, top open
card thickness:
up to 1,10 mm

zu- d-1870-0
ID card holders
with magnetic lock
Format CC / IBM
soft plastic, black
horizontal format, top open
card thickness:
up to 1,10 mm
not suitable for
magnetic cards!

Technical alterations subject to change.

ID card accessories 5.1
ID card carrying accessory types (clips, chains, etc.)
zu- c-1005-00
tape clip „K”
Synthetic material strap,
Plastic lock, white
double gear holder

zu- c-1304-0
pushbutton clip
synthetic material strap, 25 mm
metal lock,
grid holder
(for article zu-d-1303-0)

zu- c-5105-0
tape clip „M”
Synthetic material strap,
metal lock,
single gear holder

zu- c-1306-0
pushbutton clip
synthetic material strap, 30 mm
metal lock,
double gear holder
(for article zu-d-1303-0)
Extra quality!

for- c-5115-0
special tape clip
synthetic material strap,
extra strong material,
metal lock,
double gear holder

zu- c-5210-0
chain for id card pouches
metal, silver nickel-plated,
length 90 cm,
with clamp lock,
zu- c-5212-0
as zu-c-5210-0,
however plastic, white

zu- c-5115-1
special tape clip
synthetic material strap
with extra strong material,
metal lock,
double gear holder
Extra quality!

Technical alterations subject to change.

zu- c-5215-0
jojo-holder
clip zu-c-5105-0 inclusive
plastic, blue
70 cm extendible

ID card accessories
ID card carrying accessory types (clips, chains, etc.)
zu- d-5130-0
holder with bracket
for ID cards or carrying
pouches with round holes

zu- c-5216-0
JoJo-holder
Synthetik material, black
80 cm telescopic

zu- c-1105-0
friction clamp
metal clip with
plstic brackets
material-friendly clamp
for ID cards without card
holders and slot.
particularly recommended
for jojo holders.

zu-c-5240-0
Nylon carrying strap
with plastic hook and
safety lock
length: 965 mm
colour:
blue
further colours:
zu-d-5240-1
black
zu-d-5240-2
red

Card storage
zu- d-5120-0
holder for chains
plastic strap with fabric inlay,
metal pushbutton,
connection piece between
chain and carrying pouch
or id card

Technical alterations subject to change.

zu- o-6001
card boxes
plastic, grey
dimensions:
110 x 330 x 80 mm
capacity:
approx. 300 cards
with two partition walls,
adjustable

ID card side clap board(wall assembly) For easy and safe location as
well as handy removal of cards. Please ask for special br
ochure.

